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Stewart Ramsey -- Artist, 'Writer
Stewart Ramsey, whose paintings hang in our

Russia, visiting the Hermitage in St. Petersburg,

Library Gallery, grew up in Rock Island, Illinois in

that he discovered the great works of art that

the shadow of the giant Farmall Tractor Works. As

profoundly influenced his life.

a boy he held summertime jobs at the factory,

Two years later McGraw Hill sent Stewart to

coincidentally, where Herb Stone worked for a

New York City to write for Business Week. He had

number of years. Drafted into the Army as the war

ample opportunity there to pursue his interest in art

was winding down, Stewart

at the city's museums.

was sent to Japan as a

In 1969, appointed Business

member of the occupying

Week Bureau Chief in London, he

forces.

and Iris resumed their romance and

After his discharge he took

two years later they were married.

advantage of the G.I. bill to

Settling into a London apartment,

attend the University of Illinois,

the couple explored the city's many

starting in the Art school, later

galleries, including the Queen's

switching to journalism, a

Gallery in Buckingham Palace.

choice no doubt influenced by

The Ramseys returned to

the fact that both his parents

Stewart Ramsey with self-portrait
Photo by Robert Elkin

were writers. His father was

Washington in 1977 where Stewart
joined the staff of Economic Impact,

editorial writer and columnist for the Rock Island

a quarterly published by the United States

Angus, until his retirement at 83, and his mother

Information Agency. Retirement in 1990, left him

wrote stories for children's publications.

free to pursue his interest in art.

Stewart graduated from Illinois in 1950, held a

The Ramseys' Washington apartment was not

variety of jobs, and accepted an offer from

far from the National Gallery of Art where their

McGraw Hill to join their newly-created bureau in

frequent visits led to the discovery that the Gallery

Chicago. He was later transferred to the McGraw

provided easels, stools and drop cloths to those

Hill Moscow bureau. It was there that he first met

who wished to copy paintings. Intrigued, Stewart

Iris and their romance began. And it was in

joined the Copyists, as they were called, and
complied with the Museum's rule -- designed to

Correction
Joan Hult, back after a seven-week

prevent forgeries -- that copied works should be

vacation in Washington State, has called

two inches larger or smaller than the original,.

our attention to a serious error in our story

He was soon painting original works at
Torpedo Factory, the art center in Alexandria. He

about her in the September Collingtonian.
Joan considered marriage, but chose,

chose his subject matter from sketches and

instead, her profession and adventure.

photographs taken during his travels. Provence

She gravitates to the outdoors, hiking and

was a favorite subject -- as witness the paintings

mountain climbing. We are embarrassed

that hang in our corridor -- and his work has been

to have made this mistake and emphasize

shown in a one-man and group shows, selling

that Joan's choice was NOT to marry, but

well. Two favorites -- portraits of Iris and his selfportrait -- he withheld from the exhibit, as a

to live a fulfilling life working with children,
teaching, and spending adventurous
vacations. (see page 10)

safeguard.
Stewart Ramsey -- our thanks for sharing your
work with us. And thanks to the members of the

Tell Us What You Are Doing!

Interiors Group who undertook to hang them.

The Collingtonian wants to publicize your
activities, voice your views or express your
needs in our columns. We want to tell what
your committee is doing. Just phone one of
the members of the staff llisted below.

Op Shop Bulletin!
Your Editor
A garage sale will be held at Cottage
5112 on Saturday, November 7 from 9a.m.
to 4 p.m. with Mary Ann Pellerin, Op Shop

The Collingtonian
Financed by Residents

chair, and helpers cooperating with the Ball
family. The sale will result in income for the

Written by Residents for Residents
10450 Lottsford Road, Mitchellville, MD 20721

Residents Association and a receipt for the
family which entitles them to a tax deduction.

Phone: 301-925-9610
Published monthly (except July and August)
by the Collington Residents Association, Inc.
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Keeping Up With Curt Bury
By Sally Griffen

Judy," the car took off.
After graduating from Harvard Business
School, marriage to Judy, and a honeymoon in

If Collington were to give awards for
"Citizen of the Year," the candidate would

pre-Castro Cuba, Curt joined IBM's marketing
department. Promoted to the executive education

surely be Curt Bury. In addition to

department, he explained to corporate

working with Tom Connelly on

executives how best to use computers

WI-Fl and chairing the Buildings

to enhance their businesses. IBM (I've

Committee, Curt single-handedly

Been Moved), over time, sent Curt to

developed and maintains a new

Endicott, Poughkeepsie and White

web site called Keeping Up With

Plains, NY.

Collington.
Peter Wilson's daughter

Serving as the nexus between
marketing, education and product

suggested that we find a way to tell

development, Curt needed to work

family and friends about the myriad

abroad. He often commuted monthly

activities that occur here (no, we

to England, flying business class on

don't just sit around playing

British Air. On one flight the B.A. agent apologized

checkers) and Keeping Up with Collington was

for having to downgrade him to cabin.

born. Curt set up a web site; Frances Kolarek

Courteously, he made no complaint. The next

contributed the name. Curt spends some four

month the same agent, remorseful, handed him a

hours every week updating the site. Lee

ticket on the Concorde!

McKnight serves as back-up web master.
The site features photos of the campus and

During the four years Curt and Judy spent in
England in an old house south of London with a

of residents, as well as a history of Collington,

beautiful garden that Judy loved, he made frequent

and carries a list of off-campus activities from

trips to Europe.

the Courier. Typing "Keeping Up With

Back home in the States, Curt grew frustrated

Collington" into a search engine will connect

with punch cards and helped devise a way for

you. If you bookmark or add the site to

computers to work with terminals; the next thing he

"favorites", it's important to check the date at

knew product developers had taken his idea and

the top of the home page. If it isn't current,

come up with an early version of e-mail.

refresh by hitting F5, for the most recent

After retiring from IBM, Curt served as a con-

version. "Back" buttons will return you to the

sultant to IBM and MCI on century-end computer

main page.

problems. When he really retired Curt and Judy

Computer savvy comes naturally to Curt, an
IBM alumnus. Born in Boston, "Red Sox
Nation," and raised in Westport, CT, he
attended Dartmouth, where he made weekly

moved to Shepherdstown, WV, where Judy
designed their house.
How extremely fortunate we are that the Burys'
next move was to Collington!

trips to Mt. Holyoke to court Judy in his 1940
Packard touring car. When he told it, "Go to

- November 2009
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Warren Pearse -- A Legend
By Kathy Lafayette

During his tenure the
organization
purchased land and

Kathy Lafayette is one of Warren and
Jackie's four daughters. She sent this article
after attending the ceremony at which her
father was honored.

built an impressive
head-quarters
building at 409 12th
Street SW. When he

Warren H. Pearse, recently named a

retired in 1993, the

"Legend" of the University of Nebraska Medical

building was named

Center, was honored in absentia last month.

in his honor.
Warren and

He was a member and then Chairman of the

Dr. Warren H. Pearse

Obstetrics and Gynecology Department at the

Jackie have four daughters, one of whom, Laurie,

Center from 1959 until 1971.

has followed in her dad's foot-steps and is an OB-

Legends are chosen for excelling in their
field of practice, contributing to the growth and

GYN doctor in Blacksburg, VA. They have ten
grandchildren.

enhancing the reputation of the University

Nebraska football, model railroading, and

Hospital and providing quality care to their

World War II history are among Warren's hobbies,

patients. Warren was also a teacher, and

and he oversees Collington's model railroad room.

according to his wife, Jackie, he was voted

Herb Stone Talk

"Best Instructor" by students year after year.
Dr. Pearse was honored by the Legends
Committee for his outstanding professionalism,
leadership, and friendship which helped

An overflow crowd jammed the Auditorium
to hear Herb Stone's Know Your Neighbor talk
last month.

cultivate a dynasty of the finest clinicians in
Nebraska and the surrounding area. His work
improved the quality of the health care in the
Omaha community and made it a better place

Humorous, self-deprecatory and, at the
same time informative, Chicago-born Herb
touched on his years at International Harvester, working in Rockekfeller Center for a

in which to live.
Warren and Jackie moved from Omaha to

national trade association, and on Capitol Hill,

Richmond in 1971 when Warren was named

where he was the author of a successful piece

Dean of the Medical College of Virginia. Four

of legislation which President Clinton signed

years later they moved west to Chicago where

(with many pens) in a huge tent in the White

Warren became Executive Director of the

House Rose Garden. Herb still has the pen he

American College of OB-GYN (ACOG).

got.

Realizing that health care policy makers
were in Washington, DC, he engineered and
executed ACOG's move to the Capitol in 1981.
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Overheard as we filed out, "You gotta like this
guy."

Gailyn Gwin

chorus at Collington. Approval was given, and the

By Sheila Hollies

chorus has benefitted from Gailyn's leadership

If one were asked to summarize the character
of this diminutive Welsh-named woman, it could
be done in two words -- 'energy' and 'enthusiasm.'

since the very beginning.
Gailyn enjoys working with people of different
ages, but her favorites have always been at the
outer-age extremes. Adults

Gailyn Gwin grew up in

tend to be more argumentative,

the Washington area and

while children and the elderly,

attended the University of

perhaps for different reasons,

Maryland, where she

are more willing to accept

received a degree in

direction. The older singers are

Broadcasting.

also more interested in trying

Music has been

new kinds of music.

Gailyn's passion since

Many of her Collington
she was a child; she has Gailyn Gwin conducting t he Collington Singers
singers have had some
served as music director
formal music training. Gailyn has shown a lot of
in a number of different area churches, and also
ingenuity in selecting music that is interesting but
worked with CBS News for several years. She
not necessarily very easy. For performances, she
produced a radio show entitled "America in
brings in a few singers from other groups, such as
Concert." She is currently active with the Prince
the Washington Chorus, to reinforce our people.
George's County Philharmonic Orchestra and
They are happy to oblige and help to increase the
sings with the Washington Chorus and the New
self-confidence of our Collington singers.
York City Chorale. She is the Arts and
Gailyn has full responsibility for all aspects of
Entertainment reporter for Prince George's
the Collington Singers. She selects and orders all
Community Television. And, just in case she
the music, leads rehearsals, both as a whole
should find herself with extra time on her hands,
chorusand by individual part practices; makes all
Gailyn has served as Music Director of the
arrangements for theconcerts, lines up the
OaklandsPresbyterian Church for the last forty
outsiders to assist our group, and, superbly
three years.
assisted by her incomparable accompanist Louise
Her connection with Collington goes back to
Huddleston, a resident here, puts on a jolly good
the beginning. She had happened across some
show. For all of which she is paid not a single
publicity about the development of a new
penny! As she puts it, "This is FUN!" It surely is for
community for the elderly, and had met Gail Kohn
chorus members and for their audience here at
who was to serve as its director. Just about that
Collington.
time, she had an aunt who was looking for a
retirement home. The aunt moved in, and Gailyn
asked Gail if it would be a good idea to develop a
[,November 2009
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The Eyes Have It
By Jean Getlein

blowing up printed matter four or five times," says
Resident Lee McKnight, who will be happy to show
you how to operate one.

As we age, our vision changes. We may see
wavy lines, or blurriness, or just a smudge in the
center of what we are looking at. These are
symptoms of age-related macular degeneration
(AMD), the major cause -- and increasing cause -of blindness in the United States. To read this
article, you will need a healthy macula, the area in
the center of your eye.

If you want to see the world as clearly as
possible, vitamins can help (see your doctor, of
course), but of inestimable value is a simple self
test for AMD consisting of a grid with a dot in the
middle, called an Amsler Grid. You cover one eye
and concentrate on the dot. If the lines around the
dot are wavy or distorted, you may have a macular
problem and you should consult an eye care

The largest number of residents with visual eye
problems here at Collington have AMD -- which
seems to run in families -- followed by those with
diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma and cataracts.
Collington's Vision Group was formed "to help

specialist as soon as possible. Check every month
for sure; every week is better to spot a problem
before it can develop.
Copies of these "Amsler Grids" for early
detection are available in the clinic.

residents cope with the inevitable changes that
take place as we get older, and to keep up with
developments in the field of eye care," Chair Janet
Houts explains. "Come to our monthly meetings
where you can share your visual problems, where
you can feel 'I'm not the only one!" she urges.
"Come even if your eyes are fine now, because
who knows?"
Outside speakers at a recent meeting included
a person from the Metro Transit System who is
available to take people with low vision around the
system to help them feel more comfortable with

Knockout Marketing Event
Marketing's "Taste of Collington" attracted
60 visitors, two of whom committed themselves, with others teetering on the brink.
Against bright October weather, groups toured
the campus and visited residents' cottages and
apartments, returning to the Auditorium for
refreshments and the delightful music of the
Generations jazz band. A score of residents

it -- getting on and off trains and changing lines.

were on hand to offer hospitality and answer

Last month, an expert from Johns Hopkins' Wilmer

questions. Five cases of wine lubricated the

Eye Institute, one of the major retinal research

affair which was unanimously judged "Very

centers in the country, reported on exciting new

Successful."

work there.
In a small room off Collington's Library are five
machines that can enlarge material for easier
reading. "They operate like a Xerox machine,
Murphy's Law: If anything can go wrong, it will.
p
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simply gorgeous and she was very generous
to share the pleasure with us.
More guilt: I am late in acknowledging my fall
treat, but it was very special. I was invited to

All big garden changes should be affected
now and through the winter -- new borders
made, old ones changed, ground broken up and
fertilized, trees planted and paths laid.
This day, November 1, is All Saints' Day,
followed tomorrow by All Souls'. Many people
of different beliefs hold 13th century Francis of
Assisi in high regard as the patron saint of
animals and, as we call it now, "ecology." We
could use many more like him these days.
I remember my small book about the kindly
tall man in a long robe with flocks of birds and
flowers about him. I doubt he would look kindly
today on my under-weeded, over-grown beds
and the bit of lawn done in by ants and tree
roots. Be that as it may, guilty conscience and
all, I have much to remember with pleasure in
the past month of October:
My one-to-five year old mums began to
bloom at different times, yellow first, then white,
then orange-rose and very deep burgundy, and
they really look to be with us for the next two or
three weeks. My favorite, a single petal daisylike lavender comes from Oxford, Mississippi,
yes, from Faulkner country. He did not give it to
me, but a mutual friend did, and I have brought it
with me from my home garden, given some to

talk to the Crofton Bowie Garden Club on the
subject of "Bringing Your Plants Indoors."
They are a lively group of men and women,
and it took me about two seconds to realize
that their combined garden wisdom would
easily surpass mine. I told them so.
I brought them many cuttings to show that if
your favorite plants grew too big this summer
to carry inside, you can divide, and start over.
Of course, if you have a monster which is
beautiful to which you have given as much
love as Elsie did her cyclamen, there are
places where it might be very welcome: your
bank lobby, a school corner, auditorium or
library, wherever you think it would look great
and receive reasonable care. Or you might
use it as barter and trade it in to your favorite
local nursery for a spring surprise. People do
this, really.
Some members brought their plants, so we
had a splendid evening of talk and sharing. I
came away thinking, perhaps there is
someone among us who would be wilting to
bring groups together to suggest what to do to
help secure our planet from complete
devastation, a patron saint, in other words, of
the ecology.

special friends, and so we keep it going.
Elsie Seetoo's daughter gave her a

Segal's Law: A man with one watch knows

cyclamen plant two or three years ago, and it

what time it is. A man with two watches is

has been sitting on her outside table in full

never sure.

bloom for over SIX WEEKS. Imagine. It is
November 2009
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Bazaar Set for November 20

"Enjoyment. Sociability.
Contributing"

The Christmas Bazaar this year will
feature Eva Yale's famous Beanie

During the past fiscal year, the Op Shop

Baby collection. Asked how she

earned $15,280.04, according to the 2008-2009

could bear to part with it, Eva said:

Annual Report of the Residents Association. This

"Because the money will go to benefit

money is used to support croquet, concerts, fresh

the Residents Associaton."

flowers in our public spaces and a host of other

Maja Keech, chair of the The
Bazaar, says "This year's sale will be

activities sponsored by the Association.
Now Mary Ann Pellerin, the present chair of the

held in the Clocktower Lobby where we'll attract a

0p Shop, needs more volunteers. Long-time

wider audience." The date and time: Friday,

volunteer Lillian Langford says, "I enjoy it. I meet a

November 20 between 10a.m. and 3 p.m. Maja

great many residents and members of the staff who

will be glad to answer any questions on Ext. 7253.

come to shop. I get a sense of accomplishment.

Wares will pander to all tastes -- from Fran
Dutton's tasty breads to Pat King's Christmas
novelties. Pat French's gorgeous greeting cards
will be offered, as well as Judy Bury's pottery

And I make a contribution to my community."
A visit to the Op Shop is an eye-opener.
Costume jewelry is displayed a few steps from a
selection of hand saws. On the way to "Lillian's

mushrooms and some craft kits uncovered in the
Creative Arts room. These include needlepoint
canvases. There are always last-minute
surprises. Flo Marion will be there to say hello to

Boutique" -- men's and women's clothing in the
back of the shop -- you pass displays of china and
glassware.
As the saying goes: "Many hands make short

old friends.
As Eva points out, all the receipts go
to the Residents Association, to help
fund our many activities, like The
Collingtonian you are reading,
concerts in our Auditorium and our
contribution to Outreach in the
surrounding community, among many other things.

work" and Mary Ann could use as many hands as
she can enlist to sort and sell this eclectic
inventory. She has devised a work schedule that
staggers working hours and respects her
volunteers' private time.
Call either Mary Ann Pellerin on Ext. 7269, or
Gertrude Mitchell, Op Shop Treasurer, on Ext.
7207. Oh, go ahead. Volunteer.

So come prepared to spend generously and get
into the holiday spirit.
Reminder -- A garage sale will be held at
Cottage 5112 on Saturday, November 7
p8
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from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Lunching on the James

I saw the Baby Grand squash that passenger like a
bug.

By Gloria Ericson
When my younger daughter, April, met and
married Hugh, fisherman extraordinaire, she knew
the James River would be a big part of their life. (It
was hard not to notice the several boats scattered
around Hugh's backyard.)

All along the wooded shore there were little
scallops of sand -- mini beaches. If boats were
pulled up there we joined them to sell our wares.
Finally we reached the Mother Lode -- a large
beach with ten boats pulled up on shore. Little
children were floating around in tubes and

But it seems one can never have

they let out delighted squeals when we

too many boats, so last year when

hove into view. These were children who

her husband bought a pontoon boat
(which looks like a cross between a

Pontoon boat

houseboat and a tugboat) she decided to become
an entrepreneur, and commandeered the boat for
herself. She renamed it The Lunch Boat, and
began tooling up and down the James River
selling ice cream, soda and hot dogs to other
boaters, who were tickled and wondered aloud
why no one had thought of this before.
I was dying to join her for a day but we both knew
getting me on and off the boat would be a problem.
Depending on the tides, I might have to jump down
into the boat or spring up to the dock. Since I
hadn't jumped down or sprung up for some time, it
was a challenge. But more of a challenge was
spending 12 hours on a boat with no bathroom
facilities. My daughter laughed at my concern and
said, "Just remember, Mom, Depends are a girl's
best friend." But then she assured me there were
public restrooms along the river.
What a beautiful day for a cruise, but we were
only minutes into it when a motor boat passed us
at such a high speed that April didn't have time to
take defensive action. We got caught in its wake -- our boat pitched over, almost on its side My
heart was in my throat and when we had stabilized
I said shakily, "Wouldn't this be a good time to
show me where the life jackets are?" I explained I
had been afraid her large freezer would slide
down the deck and crush us. She assured me that
would never happen. But, hey, I saw Titanic.

had had the foresight to choose Americans
for parents so only a minimum of whining

was necessary before coins were indulgently
pressed into their hands for ice cream. The
parents sauntered over to buy hot dogs and root
beer (although I got the distinct impression they
would have preferred their beer sans root). Then
the family dogs moved in. Since everyone knows
dogs don't have pockets in which to carry spare
change their treats were free: Dog biscuits on the
house.
And so we spent the day spreading cheer and
enjoying the scenery. We did not get to the place
where the turtles live. One old fellow there has
taken a proprietary interest in April. He comes
paddling out when he sees her and scratches
imperiously on the side of the boat. Where is his
dog biscuit? Where is his hot dog fragment? April
says the last time she was there she looked over
her shoulder as she left and saw him swimming
furiously after the boat -- much like a dog chasing
the car that has just whisked his owner away.
A full day on the river -- and although getting off
the boat was more dicey than getting on, with a
little boost from my Captain I managed it. Then, as
Mr. Pepys might have put it: "And so to bed."

November 2009
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The beautiful orchids we have enjoyed this

Our correspondent watched the other day as the

past month are a legacy from Rita Newnham, and

tractor collecting trash passed by, causing many of

remind us of her unique style. The Flower Com-

the birds to leave their roost and fly away.. Once

mittee will now undertake their care.

the truck had gone, one by one and two by two
they returned.

Kudos to Stephanie Dalton and the Flower

Counting this flock is virtually impossible, but

Committee for decking the halls for Halloween and

one estimate holds there are at least 25 sparrows

other autumnal festivities. Such fun!

living in the 4117 Aviary. The birds with the typical

CD

sparrow markings are males, our resident expert,

Library patrons who have noticed Why Blacks,
Women, and Jews Are Not Mentioned in the

Judith Shaw, says, and the blond birds with
slender bodies are females.

Constitution and other unorthodox views by
Robert A. Goldwin (it's among the new books) and
wondered -- Yes. Robert A. Goldwin, the author, is
our very own Bob and, we are proud to add, a
member of The Co//in gtonian staff. His book, a
collection of essays, is highly praised by such
diverse critics as Allan Bloom and Abner Mikva.
CD
Bill and Clarice Rioux, attending Henry
Dearborn's Know Your Neighbor talk recently,
were joined by Janie Becker. Taking the chair
beside them, Janie remarked: "There are so many
people at Collington I'd like to sit next to!" We
second the motion.

the wilds of the west "where she spent a 7-week

co

vacation in Washington State. Here we see her

A flock of house sparrows has taken up
residence in a small tree outside Cottage 4117,
home to Corinne Vincelette and Carolyn Feinglass. The birds are quite tame, and passersby on
foot don't spook them.
10

Joan Hult's voice mail says she is "Back from

The Collingtonian

atop Poe Mountain in the Cascades, with Mt.
Rainier and Glacier Peak in the background. The
cairn beside her shows that she climbed to the top,
7,000 feet up.

CD
November 2009

a vocalist and pianist. He tells us he is in demand
When it meets in October, our Board of
Directors will be coping with a confusing situation.

as a singer with many of the local groups, bands
and music makers.

Roanne Hartfield, elected last year, will be joined
by Agnes Hatfield, elected to serve this year.
Good luck, folks.

CD
Maria Colvin recently entertained visitors from
abroad who were intrigued by an Oriental picture

CD
Louis Dolbeare has sent us his new address:

hanging among those on sale in the Auditorium
Gallery. They bought it and are taking it home to

1152 N. 76 Street, Seattle, WA 98103. His cell

Germany. What if it turned out to be worth a zillion

phone number is 206-792-7223 "So you can call

dollars? That happens.

CD

me when I'm on the run," he says. His e-mail
address -- LPDolbeare@aol.com -- remains the
same but may soon change. He'll let us know.

CD
Art Longacre and Dora Halton taught math at
the Frederick Douglas High School in the not too
distant past. Art preceded Dora by several years,
but both served on the mathematics faculty.

CD
First, zinnias, now dahlias. Bill Preston's
plants in the Hilltop Garden will supply us with
flowers until frost, he says. The dahlias add

Jenny Prince, of British birth, is the new
instructor of the exercise classes meeting in the
Auditorium on MWF, replacing Lee Richardson.
Rose Green, originally scheduled to lead the class,
switched with Jenny. A long-time resident of the
United States, Jenny says she and her husband
are now citizens of this country. She gives us a
good workout.

CD
Frances Wright, a new
resident in our Potomac
Wing, tells a story about the

richness to the Flower Committee's many

grand piano she has just

arrangements. We are indebted to Bill for his skill

given Collington for our

and his generosity, and to the women of that

Chapel. Her husband was

committee who provide us with so many

going to Australia -- we are talking 25 years ago --

handsome and varied arrangements.

and Frances had always wanted to see Australia.

CD
Arnold Klick overheard this one at the Dessert

She also wanted a grand piano. Her husband
offered her a deal -- either a trip to Australia or a

Bar: "No decent calorie would let itself be found in

piano. She chose the piano. Frances comes to us

that chocolatey thing."

from Accokeek, and was active in Prince George's

CD
Marion Hutchison is back after spending a
fortnight in the Asheville, North Carolina area,

musical circles, where she knew Lillian Dehart.
Unfortunately, she no longer plays, as the result of
a broken wrist.

visiting Biltmore ("the world's largest home") and
enjoying the Great Smoky Mountains.

co
Brian Jackson, one of our part-time drivers, is

- October 2009
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Foundation Banquet -- Grant Recipients, Officers & Entertainers
Paul Cooney, left, is the
new Chairman of Collington's Board of Directors.
(See April 2009 CoIlingtonian.)
Herb Stone, (right) newly
elected Residents Association President, with Ted
Hawkins, Foundation
Treasurer, and Anne
Stone, Interiors Group
co-chair.
Photos by Elsie Seetoo

Florence Mbuh with her husband. A
geriatric nurse assistant working full-time on
the night shift, Florence received a $1,000
grant to attend Trinity University, working
toward certification as an RN.

Fran Volel-Stech (center) Foundation Board
member and dancer, with professionals who
danced for us.

Tamika Hairston, dietary aide, with Louise
Huddleston, Chair of The Collington Foundation,
Inc. Tamika will attend Prince George's Community
College working toward an Associates Degree in
the medical field.

Larry Mabry, Collington's CEO, on the dance floor.

